
First Vegan Certification Standard in the World
Gains Global Accreditation

BeVeg International -- Global Leader in Vegan

Certification with Internationally Recognized Global

Trademark

BeVeg - First Vegan Standard in the World to be

Globally Accredited by ISO ISO/IEC 17065:2012

It’s official! BeVeg International is the

global leader in vegan certification as the

first vegan certification standard in the

world, to be ISO accredited.

PALM BEACH, FLORIDA, UNITED

STATES, August 8, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- It’s official! BeVeg

International, the global leader in

vegan certification is the first vegan

certification standard in the world --

that is vegan in scope -- to be globally

accredited and recognized by ISO

ISO/IEC 17065:2012 (ISO 17065). ISO

17065 is the international quality

standard for organizations certifying

products, processes and services. 

“We pursued this rigorous

accreditation to serve as an

independent validation to assure our

customers and consumers that BeVeg’s

systems are comprehensive and that

every BeVeg certified vegan company

or product follows strict -- uniform --

standards to assure not only food

safety but vegan quality assurance for

all products across all industry sectors,”

said Carissa Kranz, attorney founder &

CEO of BeVeg. 

The BeVeg vegan certification program

protects consumers and furthers truth

in labeling laws by confirming that a

product meets strict standards for

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.beveg.com
https://www.beveg.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/vegan-certification-v-logo.jpg


World Accreditation Forum for Certification. NAC is

the Accreditation Body for BeVeg International

vegan quality assurance. To achieve

ISO 17065, BeVeg underwent a

vigorous audition process to ensure

BeVeg follows internationally

established best practices for audit and

product certification in accordance

with industry expectations. 

BeVeg stands out as a trustworthy

organization with true meaning behind

its vegan trademarks, giving the

consumer confidence that the

products and processes certified vegan

by BeVeg meet the highest standards

for vegan certification. BeVeg sets the

standard for vegan quality control and

assurance through risk assessment,

plant audits, equipment testing, and

product testing both in the plant and at

the point of consumer purchase.

The BeVeg vegan certification standard has demonstrated a dedication to holding the global

community accountable to a single international standard and vegan standard.  “Vegan claims

and labels are just as important and serious as kosher, gluten-free, organic, and other food and

We pursued this rigorous

accreditation to assure

consumers that every BeVeg

certified vegan company or

product follows strict --

uniform -- standards to

assure vegan quality

assurance”

Carissa Kranz, Esq., Founder

& CEO of BeVeg Global Vegan

Certification

product safety certifications,” says Kranz.

The accreditation certificate was granted and announced

by the National Accreditation Center (NAC), a global

accreditation body under APAC, which is part of the

International Accreditation Forum (IAF) community. 

The BeVeg Vegan Certified logo global BeVeg vegan

trademark program is officially recognized as the vegan

trademark of choice. BeVeg vegan trademark symbols are

the only law firm issued vegan symbols in the world, the

only law firm drafted vegan standard, and the first and

only accredited vegan standard to be recognized in

accordance with industry best practices as acknowledged

by the world accreditation community and defined by ISO. 

To date, no other vegan certifying body has yet to reach the same level of vegan quality

assurance and accreditation by international standards.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/523339150
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